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Date: 06-09 -2017

One more Mop-up round for Dental seats - offline seat allotment- 2017

.

Government in their letter dated 06-09-2017 has directed KEA to conduct one more round of

mop up seat allotment for vacant Dental seats. Accordingly, KEA is conducting the offline
seat allotment on 08-09 -2017 from 11,00 am

.

to 1.00'pm for admission to Dental course.

The candidates who have qualified in NEET-2O17 and who have NOT been allotted dental
seat through KEA or at All India / DGHS or from any board / agency are eligible to participate.

.
.

Candidates, who have not registered online till now, can register afresh and participate.
The following candidates are also eligible to participate in the offline counselling

Candidates who have been allotted dental seat in the earlier round. and
Not reported to the college,
Not paid the fees
Not downloaded the admission order
Not taken admission to the college
Not given any choice for the seat allotted

Who have cancelled Dental seat. (Submit the Cancellation order - cancelled on or
before 05-09-2017)

.

Those who have already verified their original documents have

to

attend the offline

counselling with the verification slip issued by KEA.

.

The candidates have to be present personally for counselling process; no one can represent
the candidate under any circumstances.

.

The candidates have to compulsorily pay the prescribed fees in the form of demand draft
drawn in favour of "The Executive Director, KEA" payable at Bangalore. Candidates can
bring multiple demand drafts. Online payment or Cheques or Cash is not allowed. Candidates

will not be allowed to select the seats without the demand drafts for the required fees,

.

Counselling will be stopped once the seats are exhausted. Therefore candidates / parents are
informed to check the availability of seats.

.

After completion of the seat allotment, if any Government reserved seat remains un-allotted

after exhausting the last rank, then those seats will be convefted and offered to eligible
candidates as per rules.

.

All other instructions I orders issued by Apex Bodies / Government will imply. All instructions in
UG NEET-2017 brochure are applicable in toto.

Offline counselling will be conducted on 08-09-2017 from 11.00 am to 1.00 pm at Karnataka
Examinations Authority, 18'n Cross, Malleswaram, Bangalore and Reporting time for offline
counselling is at. 10.45 a.m.

The candidates who surrender the dental seat after issue of this notification are not eliqible.

sd/Executive Director.

